APA Month Readings and Images

Asian-Pacific American Heritage Month provides an opportunity to explore several topics around history, culture, and identity. We have created some suggested approaches and resources to explore with students using historical images, references to food and clothing, and evidence of both social and geographical changes within the Asian-American experience.

Section: Gentrification and changes in cityscapes: murals

Notes:
Using the collection of community murals found in the Artstor Digital Library, search within that collection for various murals by city and area. Check the metadata for each mural for the exact address and use Google Maps to see what it looks like now.

Help students articulate the changes that they see between the Streetview image and the documentation of the mural.

Take it a step further and have students analyze the content of the murals themselves. The Primary Source Analysis Tool from the Library of Congress, linked below, is a great way for them to organize their thoughts as they observe, question, and reflect. Their questions can serve as guides for further research.

Citations:

- Timothy Drescher: Community Murals Collection in Artstor
  [http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034324885](http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034324885)
- Using Google Street View feature
  [https://support.google.com/maps/answer/3093484](https://support.google.com/maps/answer/3093484)
- Primary Source Analysis Tool, Library of Congress.

Section: Gentrification and changes in cityscapes: photographs

Notes:
Panos Pictures and Magnum Photos in Artstor can help students better understand changes in cityscapes. Images like cars parked next to the Los Angeles River on Myers Street in downtown L.A. by Carolyn Drake serves as a good example of this kind of investigation.

Note that many of the documentary photography images in Artstor have extensive metadata for students to mine for context.

As above, help students analyze the images they find using the Primary Source Analysis Tool from the Library of Congress, linked below. Further reading can expand their knowledge of the issue of gentrification and its impact on communities.

Citations:

• Cars parked next to the LA River on Myers Street in downtown LA. Image date: Oct-14. Photographer: Carolyn Drake/Sony/Panos Pictures
  http://library.artstor.org/asset/AWSS35953_35953_31199115
• Primary Source Analysis Tool, Library of Congress.
  http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
• Ralph Lieberman Chinatown Friendship Gate, street view. (completed 1984). Ralph Lieberman.
  http://library.artstor.org/asset/ALIEBERMANIG_10311370224
• Wilson, Kathryn E. "‘We Want Homes, Not Highways’: Urban Renewal and the ‘Save Chinatown’ Movement." In Ethnic Renewal in


Section: Cultural identity and appropriation

Notes:
Explore with students their own identity and ask them to share cultural experiences with one another. Students can use food, clothing, and historical artifacts to bridge cultural divides. They can then explore meaning and identity and take the discussion into the subject of cultural appropriation of food and clothing, and negative or distorted associations with places like Chinatown.

Citations:

- Strobridge & Co. Lith.. A Trip to Chinatown. Place: Kislak Center for Special Collections, Rare Books and Manuscripts, University of Pennsylvania: Theatrical Poster. http://library.artstor.org/asset/SS36790_36790_39618193


Section: War refugee experiences

Notes:
The refugee experience is captured by two particular artists in Artstor: Loretta Averoff and Wing Young Huie.

The Los Angeles Times article from 1975 which featured Ayeroff's work with refugee children can elaborate on and contextualize Ayeroff's image.

The Refugee Assistance Act of 1976 can be explored for its effect on the Hmong Communities displaced by the Vietnam War.
Citations:

- Wing Young Huie. Hmong Females in Traditional Costume, Frogtown. 1993. The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA, Gift of David Parker 98.228.7. [http://library.artstor.org/asset/AMICO_MINIAPOLIS_103823743]

Section: Executive Order 9066 and the Japanese-American experience

Notes:
The Eyes of the Nation Collection added to Artstor by the Library of Congress contains several images of the Japanese-American experience of internment.

Several articles in JSTOR can help students grasp the significance and long-term impact of Executive Order 9066. Articles on pedagogy can help faculty frame this history.
Citations:

- Eyes of the Nation: A Visual History of the United States (Library of Congress) http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034180650

Section: Suggested image collections in Artstor, reference sources

Notes:
The following collections in Artstor can be great sources for more exploration of images and many cultural contexts of the Asian and Pacific American experience.
When viewing the collections, use the filtering options on the left to refine your view or search within the collection using terms or phrases by checking the box next to the search box.

Note also the reference work found in JSTOR, the Columbia Guide to Asian American History, and a source on Teaching Asian Pacific American Studies

Citations:

- Cornell: International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union Photographs [http://library.artstor.org/#/collection/87729539](http://library.artstor.org/#/collection/87729539)
- Eyes of the Nation: A Visual History of the United States (Library of Congress) [http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034180650](http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034180650)
- Timothy Drescher: Community Murals [http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034324885](http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034324885)
- Panos Pictures [http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1035192960](http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1035192960)
- Magnum Photos [http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034691020](http://library.artstor.org/#/category/1034691020)